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Incidents Occurring in or Near the City of Belle Meade 

July 18th, 2022 to July 24th, 2022 
 

Date  Incident   Address     Description 

 
 

07-19-2022 Officer Investigation 500 Block of Belle Meade Blvd  We took an Identity Theft report. 

 

07-19-2022 Officer Investigation 4400 Block of Howell Pl   We received a call about a piece of 

          property found from the burglary the 

          other night.  We searched the area but 

          was not able to locate it. 

       

07-19-2022 Officer Investigation 500 Block of Leake Ave   We received a call about a domestic 

          dispute.  After speaking to both parties 

          it was determined that no assault had 

          occurred and did a matter of record  

          report. 

 

07-19-2022 Traffic Stop  Harding Rd & Lynwood Blvd  We stopped a vehicle and the driver 

          did not have a driver’s license, speak 

          English and had an active warrant out 

          of Robertson County.  He was transported 

          to county line and handed over to them. 

 

07-20-2022 Officer Investigation  4700 Block of Harding Rd   We took a report over the phone at the 

station.  The subject, we assisted last night, 

called about his bag missing.  We took a  

lost property report. 

 

07-20-2022 Officer Investigation 4700 Block of Harding Rd   We assisted a subject at the station with 

          an incident involving possible fraudulent 

          use of his previous license plate.  

 

07-20-2022 LPR/Stolen Vehicle Harding Rd & Jackson Blvd  We received a LPR hit on a stolen vehicle. 

          We attempted to stop the vehicle but it took 

          off at a high rate of speed and we did not 

          pursue. 

 

07-21-2022 Traffic Stop  5000 Block of Harding Rd   We stopped a vehicle and the driver was 

          given a misdemeanor citation for Driving 

          on a Suspended Drivers License.  

 

         

 

Be sure to lock your residence and use your security system. 
1. Remove valuables from your vehicle, place items in the trunk or out of sight in the vehicle. Then be 

sure to lock your vehicle, regardless of locations. 
2. Be aware of your surroundings when leaving home/other areas and while walking to vehicle. 
 

This information is provided to the residents of the City of Belle Meade for safety information only!  


